Occupational
Health Nurses
Section
WEBINAR
Friday,
4 December 2020
Online from 9am - 1pm

Ireland

Chairperson: Una Feeney, National Chairperson OHN Section & FOHNEU Member
9.00am Welcome Address, Karen McGowan, INMO President
9.10am Covid 19 – with a focus on the impact and requirements in the
workplace environment – what is important to consider for the
months ahead.
Speaker: Professor Mary Horgan, President, Royal College of Physicians in
Ireland
9.50am The HSE Occupational Health Strategy
Speaker: Sibéal Carolan, Project Officer, Workplace Health and Wellbeing
Unit, HSE
10.05am BREAK
10.20am Communication Skills for OHN – How to Deliver Messages Effectively
via Online Platforms
Speaker : Alan Shortt, Communication Expert & Founder of Media Skills,
Ireland
Chairperson: Mary Forde, National Vice Chairperson OHN Section
11.00am The Great Reset: A Brave New Era of Work and Wellbeing. Revealing
the findings of Ireland’s largest ever research among employees and
HR leaders into the challenge of the century – Covid-19
Speaker: Sinéad Proos, Head of Health & Wellbeing, Laya Healthcare
11.40am BREAK
12.00pm Mental Health @ Work – The New World At Work
Speaker: Dr Paul Litchfield, CBE OStJ FRCP FFOM, Chair, What Works Centre
for Wellbeing
12.40pm Round up / draws
1.00pm Close
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Covid 19 and the work environment
Planning for the months ahead
Mary Horgan MD
December 4th, 2020
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Ending 2020 with optimism

o
o
o
o
o
o

Vaccines and vaccination
Long lasting immunity
Rapid testing
Newer treatments
Experience of HCWs
Lowest 14-day incidence rate in the EU
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Human behaviour and communication

Test and trace and protect

Copyright © 2019 Accenture. All rights
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Treatment

Vaccines and Vaccination
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EFFICACY
SAFETY
AFFORDABILITY
SCALABILITY
ACCEPTABILITY

TWO FUNCTIONS

PREVENT SERIOUS DISEASE

PREVENT TRANSMISSION
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Preparing the workforce for Vaccination
• Planning and prioritizing
• Communicating and listening
• Healthcare setting
o
o

HCW
Residents of long-term residential care facilities

• Vulnerable groups
• Others

• Tackling vaccine hesitancy
6
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COVID19 and Test/Trace/Isolate
• Testing in the workplace
o
o
o

Healthcare settings
High risk work places
High risk accommodation

• PCR TESTING
o
o
o

Gold standard
Results in 1.5-2 days
Expensive

• Rapid antigen testing
o
o
o
o

Less sensitive
Rapid
Cheaper
Currently requires trained professionals to perform
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Possible uses for Rapid Antigen Testing in the Workplace
• Case detection
o

High risk workplaces





o

Hospitals (HCWs and patients)
Longterm residential care facilities (HCWs, residents and visitors)
Meat and food processing plants
University students

High risk living environments



Direct provision
At risk minority groups

o

Outbreak settings

o

?Travel in the future
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New work environment

• Multiprong approach to working and living with the virus
• Physical and mental health supports
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Psychosocial impact of COVID-19
• Impact on mental health: personal and population
• Anxiety and distress
• Cocooning
o Isolation
o Physical wellbeing and mobility
• Financial pressures and losses
• Coronaphobia – uncertainty and unpredictability
• PTSD
• Coronavirus infodemic – overwhelming & constant information
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COVID-19 – human behaviour and communication in
the workplace
•
•
•
•

Simple messages
Clear and repetitive
Tailored to the audience
Empower people
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Revealing the findings of Ireland’s largest ever research
among employees and HR leaders into the challenge of the
century – Covid-19

1

• The pandemic has thrown our personal and working lives into chaos. No workplace has been left
untouched.
• Business leaders need to work in partnership with HR and Occupational Health to plan for a livingalongside-Covid world
• While these are challenging times, they also present an opportunity. It’s time for employers to tear up
the rule book and think radically about how they support those who work for them… It’s time for The
Great Reset.
• Survey of over 1,000 employees across Ireland, poll of 188 employers across a spread of sectors, in-depth
interviews with HR leaders and business owners. The largest research of its kind in Ireland
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The Anxious Normal – 39% of employees
are struggling to cope. Worry about getting
ill (or family getting ill)

The Health Timebomb – 29% afraid to
visit a GP. People are keen to accept
virtual help. Communicating these is key

The Need for Help – 31% feel anxious
frequently or all of the time. Only 14% have
sought external help

The Vulnerable Third – 1 in
3 have a pre-existing health
condition

The Perils of Isolation – 40% say no
interaction with colleagues is the biggest
challenge
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The Death of the Commute – Only 26%
want to go back working fulltime on site

The Shrinking Office – Digital health & wellness
resources are a vital tool in supporting remote
working
A Wellspring of Trust –29% of
employees don’t believe Covid19 related communication from
senior management or HR has
been clear or effective

Fear of a Second Surge – 45% of
employees are not confident that their
employer is ready

Communication is Key – 39% don’t think
their employer’s wellbeing strategy is
effective

€37,138 – The average cost of returning to work for Irish
businesses

4
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Employees are anxious, lonely and struggling to cope. They need to know they can access support.
Whether working remotely or onsite, all employees should be given access to the same health and
wellbeing supports and resources.
1. Communicate safety and wellbeing measures
C – Communicate effectively with employees
A – Anticipate potential risks and employee expectations
R- Respond to both operational needs and human requirements
E – Engage with employees by listening to their needs, holding return to work seminars and offering wellbeing
supports

2. Introduce remote working guidelines
3. Watch for burnout
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While the risk of Covid-19 is a big worry, workers are also worried about broader issues. There is a clear
disconnect between employers and employees when it comes to communication. Almost all employers
(97%) are confident their communications are effective, but only 71% of employees agree.
1. Decide Digital Protocols
2. Remember employees needs and fears
3. Build trust by sharing plans

6
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Support your workforce with flexible working and relevant digital wellbeing programmes. For the initial
return to work, it’s vital that the measures taken by employers match up with the expectations of
employees
1. Listen to employees
2. Invest in digital supports
3. Showcase virtual help options

What employees want to feel safe
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We’ve already seen a second surge and lockdown. While science catches up with Covid-19, employers
need to be prepared
1. Plan for further surges and lockdowns
2. Ensure that everyone in the workforce is supported. Listen to their needs, they might not be what
you think!
3. Keep up the updates

8
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Support your workforce with flexible working and relevant digital wellbeing programmes. It’s vital that the
measures taken by employers match up with the expectations of employees. Focus on employee health &
wellbeing as a strategic priority
1.

The Anxious Normal

2.

The Future of Work

3.

Digital Health and Wellbeing delivery
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For the full report and more information and support:
www.layahealthcare.ie/bravenewera
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Mental Health at Work:
The new world of work
Dr Paul Litchfield
CBE OStJ FRCP FFOM

INMO: OH Nurses – 04 December 2020

2020 has turned the world upside down
New Experiences
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Serious illness
Death & bereavement
Social isolation
Home working
Furlough
Unemployment
Financial hardship
Food insecurity

Uncertainty

What’s Next?
Change

The Impact on
Mental Health has
been Profound
Anxiety ↑
Depression - ↑
Wellbeing - ↓
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The crisis has accelerated existing changes

1. Mechanisation
2. Electrification
3. Digitalisation
3

Changes to what, how and where we work
Technology is:
• Replacing jobs
• Changing jobs
• Creating new jobs

Service industries dominate the economy
Competition and supply chains are global
Workforces are mobile and migrate

For most people:
• “Work” is no longer a location
• “Working time” is variable
• “Employment” is transactional
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Most people find change threatening
The
psychological
response to
change is
predictable
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We need to help people adapt
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acknowledgment that things are changing
Recognition that they will cause pressure
Keep the constants in their schedule
Exercise and eat properly
Activate their support network
Focus on the positive aspects
Get on the front foot – control what they can
Vent their emotions in a safe place
Beware social media
Be kind to themselves

Dealing with change lesson plan pack | PHE School Zone
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And we need to help the organisation adapt
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Remote working was already a growing trend
• The pandemic created mass
home working
• Most arrangements ill
thought out
• Temporary measures
becoming long term
• Cost savings will drive
business behaviour
Ireland was just above EU27 average at 20%
Source: EC Science for policy brief - 2020

• Learning from IT industry
must be applied
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Guidance exists but much has been forgotten
EU Social Partner Framework Agreement
on Telework was poorly implemented

Work:
Information gathering/processing roles
Limited requirement to be in a designated place
Minimal need for supervision
Work that’s measured by defined objectives,
milestones and outputs
Work that needs high levels of concentration
Work that doesn’t need large business equipment

Focus on:
• Safety and employment conditions
• Work suitable for remote working
• People suitable for remote working

Skills & Attributes:
Decision making and problem-solving skills
Time management skills
Self discipline
Communication skills
Experience
Ability to cope with reduced social contact
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Mental health impact has been largely neglected
Stress Management Standards

Demands:

No commuting but “always on”

Control:

Higher level of discretion

Young

Support:

New Joiners

Relationships:

Less Affluent

Risk of isolation

Less conflict but harder to resolve

Role:
Usually well defined / less clarification
Source: UK Health & Safety Executive

Hardest for:

Change:

May feel “out of the loop”

House Sharers
Carers
Mentally Ill
10

A shift to remote working needs planning
• Decide which roles and which people are suitable
• Establish a schedule of contact channels
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Regular contact with manager (min. weekly) with face-to-face meetings (e.g. monthly)
Attendance at team meetings (e.g. monthly)
Use video / telephone and not just e-mail
Maintain work social circle (instant messaging, work networking sites, etc)

Agree work packages and performance milestones
Budget time to avoid extreme fluctuations in workload
Ensure IT capability and support is top line
Establish informal channels and communities
Make maximum use of workplace visits
Reimagine the purpose of the office
and design it for the 21st century
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Occupational health needs a 21st century paradigm
OHS Activity / Income Stream
Pre
Employment
Poor evidence
base

Health
Surveillance
Hazards
engineered out

Sickness
Absence
Medical model
mind-set

Medical
Retirement
Defined benefit
schemes

We have
been boxed
into a
corner

Bad Work
Harms
Health

Good Work
Improves
Health

Bad
Health
Harms
Work

Good
Health
Improves
Work

Focus on Illness
Driven solely by cost control
Largely peripheral to the modern work agenda
12

We must break free of the medical model
Health status is a poor predictor
of capability
“Health” is heard as “illness”
Health is perceived as “free” but
rationed
Wellbeing includes health plus
psychological and social issues
Wellbeing broadens our input
Wellbeing addresses what really
matters in the workplace

HEALTH

Eudemonic

Physical
Psychological
Emotional

ENVIRONMENT

PURPOSE

SECURITY

Conditions

Belief

Safety

Culture

Engagement

Financial

Systems

Commitment

Contractual

Hedonic

RELATIONSHIPS
Family
Work
Community
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The link between health and wellbeing is intuitive
Health
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But it’s much more than just health
Security

Relationships

Environment

Financial Wellbeing

Mid-career divorce

Built Environment

Workplace financial advice
Loan consolidation
Advance payment

Relationship counselling
Psychological support
Legal advice

Air quality
Active design
Daylight and lighting

Purpose
Engagement

Belief in the organisation
Happiness at work
Higher productivity
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Too often we focus on just the individual
• Promoting individual wellbeing is laudable
• Organisations can do a great deal
• Stopping there is a dereliction of duty
• Responsibility can’t all be transferred
• It’s good to help people build resilience
• Not so as to load them with excess pressure
16

Work quality is the key to wellbeing

Job design
+
Organisation design
+
Culture
+
Leadership
17

Evidence for the business benefits of wellbeing
Individual Workers
• Experimental evidence - 10% productivity increase
• Workplace evidence - service quality improvement
Organisations
• Increased customer loyalty (e.g. net promoter score)
• Increased productivity (e.g. revenue per person)
• Increased profitability
• Reduced (voluntary) staff turnover
18

Wellbeing is at the heart of our people proposition
Employee wellbeing becomes core to the
way the business operates
Customer
Service

Value
Creation

Reward
Org Design
Employee
Relations

Operations

Legal

Learning

Risk

Diversity

Health

Environment

CSR

Safety

Strategy & Leadership
Identifying key issues for the business
Securing investment in wellbeing
Influencing organisational change
Transformational (long term)

Value Add

Value for Money

Policies & Service Development
Identifying innovative programmes
Applying best practice
Integrating products and services
Transitional (short - mid term)
Transactional Service Delivery
Quality & Effectiveness
Speed & Customer satisfaction
Immediate

Comms
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Promoting wellbeing at work is the future
Good for organisations

Good for workers
Accidents
Litigation
Disengagement

Bad
Work
Harms
Wellbeing

Good
Work
Improves
Wellbeing

Motivation
Fitness
Purpose

Absenteeism
Presenteeism
Healthcare costs

Bad
Wellbeing
Harms
Work

Good
Wellbeing
Improves
Work

Productivity
Innovation
Engagement

Good for society
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info@whatworkswellbeing.org
www.whatworkswellbeing.org

@WhatWorksWB
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